
We offer

A cool office in Kreuzberg, the real heart of Berlin :-)

A flexible work culture with focus on growth,passion and a respectful mindset towards your environment

An international team of exceptionally talented,motivated, creative and dedicated people

Shape a purpose driven form of capitalism which we call profit sharing economy

A real cause: help save the world from cutting millions of trees, (packaging) waste and transform it into a circular economy

You bring

A deep understanding of security engineering principles and best 

practices relating to PKI compliance, network/systems security, 

encryption and identity access management

Strong communication skills

German and French is a major plus

Fluency in English is required

The ability to solve security problems with multiple solutions and 

thoroughly explain the risks and tradeoffs of each.

Experience with Containers and K8s

Experience deploying security solutions within cloud environments such 

as AWS, Azure, GCP

Strong knowledge of threat detection, identification and remediation

Working knowledge of Go, NodeJS, Python, C/C++, Rust or other 

languages

Fundamental understanding of security regulations such as PCI, GDPR, 

ISO27001

Expert knowledge/background in secure code authentication/

attestation and chains of trust

Multiple years of experience in a security or information technology 

related field, information security and IT risk management

CISSP/CCSP/CSSLP certification is a bonus

A BA/BS degree in Computer Science or equivalent work experience

In-depth knowledge of security protocols such as OAuth2, OpenID, 

x.509, TLS, TCP/IP, SSH

Your responsibilities

Architect low cost, efficient, and scalable security solutions across our 

cloud and IoT environments

Design, prototype, and implement security solutions that solve 

challenges relating to PKI compliance, authentication/authorization, and 

encryption key management

Builds practices and procedures designed to delivery security by design 

as a core principle in software development

Leads the from the front in the implementation of security best practices

Eventually build a team that below responsibilities can be delegated to 

Perform code reviews to ensure they are up to our security standards

Respond to and troubleshoot relevant security incidents within our 

infrastructure

Mentors developers on designing for security and privacy within our 

applications

Serve as go-to security advisor to various engineering teams across the 

company

Solve security problems through tactical synthesis of core infrastructure, 

code, and automation

Security Architect (m/f/d)

Join us now

Have we aroused your interest? Then we look forward to seeing your application! 

Please write your heart out, and  state the earliest possible start date for you, and 

your salary expectations.  

If you have any questions in advance, Suk-Jung Kim will be happy to assist you 

via email. jobs@livingpackets.com

We want you to grow with us

We at LivingPackets are here to change the status quo and towards a purpose-driven circular and profit-sharing economy. Since 2016, we are working 

hard behind the scenes on our sustainable, smart and secure packaging solution which is the driver of this mission - THE BOX. And now, four years and 

over 35 patents later, we are ready. Ready to turn the silence around LivingPackets into the next phase.  

We are a great and authentic team of more than 85 pro-active and passionate futurists, working daily from Nantes, Paris, Berlin and remote to turn our 

shared vision into reality. Are you keen to reinvent the e-commerce and packaging industry while making the world a better place in a real, observable 

and meaningful way? !


